Ideal observer analysis is a fundamental tool used widely in vision science for analyzing the efficiency with which a cognitive or perceptual system uses available information. The performance of an ideal observer provides a formal measure of the amount of information in a given experiment. The ratio of human to ideal performance is then used to compute efficiency, a construct that can be directly compared across experimental conditions while controlling for the differences due to the stimuli and/or task specific demands. In previous research using ideal observer analysis, the effects of varying experimental conditions on efficiency have been tested using ANOVAs and pairwise comparisons. In this work, we present a model that combines Bayesian estimates of psychometric functions with hierarchical logistic regression for inference about both unadjusted human performance metrics and efficiencies. Our approach improves upon the existing methods by constraining the statistical analysis using a standard model connecting stimulus intensity to human observer accuracy and by accounting for variability in the estimates of human and ideal observer performance scores. This allows for both individual and group level inferences.
Introduction
The calculation of human efficiency using ideal observer analysis is extremely valuable to psychological research as it accounts for the potential construct of information content changes over experimental conditions. This provides a human performance measure that can be directly compared across wide ranges of tasks, stimulus types, and other experimental manipulations. Well known applications of ideal observer analysis include 3D vision (e.g., Liu & Kersten, 2003; Tjan, Braje, Legge, & Kersten, 1995) , symmetry (e.g., Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Liu & Kersten, 2003) , face perception (e.g., Gaspar, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2008; Gold, Bennett, & Sekuler, 1999; Gold, Sekuler, & Bennett, 2004) , biological motion (e.g., Gold, Tadin, Cook, & Blake, 2008) , and many others (for a review, see Geisler, 2011) .
Because of its wide applicability, ideal observer studies have become increasingly complex. This has produced efficiency results containing attributes of data, including learning (e.g., Gold et al., 1999; Gold et al., 2004 ) and individual differences (e.g., Brainard, Williams, & Hofer, 2008) , not seen or considered in early applications. With this, a need has arisen for more sophisticated statistical tools to examine such efficiency effects. In this paper, we present an approach to analyzing efficiency data from ideal observer analyses that accounts for variation across human observers and estimation uncertainty for both human and ideal observer statistics. This approach is based on a hierarchical Bayesian generalized linear model (GLM; Knoblauch & Maloney, 2012; Moscatelli, Mezzetti, & Lacquaniti, 2012, Chapter 9) .
In the remainder of this section, we give a brief overview of ideal observer analysis. In the next section, we give a detailed description of the hierarchical Bayesian GLM for ideal observer analysis. We then demonstrate our approach on a simulated dataset and data from human experimentation from the area of multispectral image fusion (for additional analyses of human performance with multispectral imagery, see Bittner, Schill, Mohd-Zaid, & Blaha, 2017; Fox & Houpt, 2016; McCarley & Krebs, 2000; Toet & Franken, 2003) . The simulated data demonstrate the application of the analysis on a relatively straightforward dataset for which the generating process is known. The analysis of the human datasets demonstrates the need for the approach when applied to data that has low variability within and between individuals and data with more complex patterns and higher between participant variability.
Ideal observer analysis
Ideal observer analysis (e.g., Geisler, 1989) arose out of signal detection theory (e.g., Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005; Tanner & Birdsall, 1958; Van Trees, Bell, & Tian, 2001; Wickens, 2002) . Its core usage is to account for variation in information (e.g., task and/or stimulus information differences) by determining optimal (i.e., ideal) performance with respect to accuracy using all available information in an experiment. Human performance is measured as a value relative to this optimal performance. This relative performance, referred to as efficiency, can be compared across conditions that do not necessarily have equivalent amounts of information to determine the variation due to human information processing.
Ideal observer performance in an experiment is measured by deriving the decision rule that maximizes the probability of a correct response on any trial based on all of the available information in an experiment. Within perceptual experiments, potential stimuli typically are encoded as separate templates for use by the ideal decider. This follows from the fact that template matching leads to optimal performance in many perceptual experiments (e.g., Tjan et al., 1995) . Example decision rule derivations for various tasks and noise types can be found across the ideal observer literature (e.g., Bittner & Gold, 2017; Liu & Kersten, 2003; Tjan et al., 1995) . It is important to note that, without some uncertainty (i.e., imperfect information) the ideal observer will always give the correct response. Thus, in many applications of ideal observer analysis, the stimuli are presented with noise added to degrade the information.
Within ideal observer analysis, a particular performance metric must be selected to quantify human and ideal observer performance. Usually, one of two approaches is used, both of which are based on the mapping between stimulus intensity or signal-to-noise ratio and performance. This mapping, the pscyhometric function is depicted in Fig. 1 . One approach is accuracy based, in which either raw accuracy or a related measure, such as hit rate or ′ d , is assessed for a fixed stimulus intensity level. This amounts to estimating the value of the psychometric function at a fixed point on the x-axis. Alternatively, performance level can be fixed and the signal-to-noise ratio of the stimulus can be varied to determined the appropriate level for the observer to perform at the target performance, i.e., the threshold. This is equivalent to fixing a level on the y-axis and determining the input to the psychometric function that would lead to that level. The latter metric is the most commonly used in recent applications of ideal observer analysis and we demonstrate our analysis model in terms of thresholds, although the hierarchical Bayesian GLM approach applies equally well to accuracy based methods.
Whether accuracy or thresholds are used, efficiency is measured by the relationship between human performance to ideal performance, e.g., efficiency for thresholds is the ratio of the ideal observer's threshold to the human observer's threshold. For accuracy or ′ d ratios, the ideal observer's performance is used in the denominator because higher ′ d or accuracy implies better performance. Alternatively in threshold based efficiencies, higher threshold values imply worse performance (more is needed to achieve the criterion level of accuracy) so the ideal observer's threshold is used in the numerator of the ratio. Either way, the maximum possible efficiency is 1 (or 100%), i.e., human performance equal to the ideal observer.
2
The general theory behind ideal observer analysis is also agnostic as to the empirical design used to determine an observer's threshold. Any of the standard approaches in psychophysics could be used, including method of constant stimuli (e.g., Urban, 1910) , staircase procedures (e.g., Békésy & Wever, 1960 ), or parametric model based approaches (Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999; Watson & Pelli, 1983; Watson, 2017) which use Bayesian updating and a maximum informativeness criterion to determine the level of stimulus to present. 3 Once data has been obtained on the performance of both human observers and the ideal observer, the next concern is the statistical analysis of those data. We address that concern next.
Statistical testing of ideal observer analyses
With any performance value estimation, there is necessarily some amount of inherent uncertainty and any statistical inference requires assumptions about that uncertainty. The most common assumptions are regarding the distribution of uncertainty (e.g., normally distributed errors), the relationship among observed data (e.g., linearity), and the source of uncertainty (e.g., measurement noise, individual differences, etc.).
For example, an approach to analyzing ideal observer efficiencies is to apply an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to the calculated efficiencies across levels of an independent variable (e.g., Gold et al., 2013) . This approach assumes that: (1) there is a linear relationship between the independent variables and the calculated efficiency (2) deviation from the linear relationship are normally distributed 4 and (3) the uncertainty about the value of the estimated efficiency is small relative to differences in efficiency across levels of the independent variable. For finite datasets with values constrained between 0 and 1, the first two assumptions (linearity and normality) may not hold, at least for smaller data sets. Often data constrained between 0 and 1 are analyzed by assuming there is a function that maps from a linear function to the dependent variable, such as in logistic regression. Alternatively, nonparametric variants of ANOVA, such as the Friedman test (Friedman, 1937) , have been applied (Bittner & Gold, 2017) , although this comes at the expense of statistical power (Zimmerman & Zumbo, 1993) . Fig. 1 . Example psychometric function that maps signal strength (e.g., intensity, contrast, etc.) to hit rate. The lower bound of performance is given by uniform guessing (in this case 0.125) and the upper bound of performance is limited by the frequency of attentional lapses. Psychometric functions are usually specified with two additional parameters, the threshold (i.e., the halfway point between minimum performance and maximum performance) and the width (change in intensity from the threshold that results in a prespecified changes in hit rate). In general, chance performance is determined by the task, while lapse rates can vary across observers and thresholds and widths can vary with condition and observer.
In many of the previous applications of ideal observer analysis, researchers have studied a small number of observers and used a large number of trials for precise individual threshold estimates. For applications like these where a large number of trials are used to estimate each threshold, the third assumption is reasonable. The ideal observer threshold can often be estimated with any desired level of precision because the only cost with achieving better estimates is computational time. However, human observers' time is often more costly, particularly for special populations such as experts, so arbitrarily high precision is unattainable.
When there is a consequential amount of uncertainty in either the human or ideal observer performance estimates, it must be appropriately addressed to make valid inferences. Furthermore, regardless of the empirical and estimation choice, thresholds are traditionally estimated independently for each observer in each particular condition. Any inferences about groups or the general population are often assessed as a follow-up to threshold estimation.
In this paper, we present a hierarchical Bayesian GLM for evaluating the effects of experimental variables on human and ideal observer thresholds, and ultimately on efficiency. The code for these analyses are available as supplemental material and on GitHub:https://github.com/ jhoupt/bayesianThreshold.git. By using Bayesian analyses, we are able to incorporate prior knowledge about the generating processes of interest and the structure of the data to estimate the distribution of uncertainty of the degree of influence of the independent variables. Because the analysis is hierarchical, it is possible to make inferences regarding efficiency for both individuals and the group level and can improve inferences in the presence of outliers due to shrinkage.
Another notable feature of this approach is the ability to include all human observer data. Under many traditional threshold estimations, observers who perform at low accuracy levels with more information produce patterns of decisions that do not allow for reliable threshold estimation. Thus, the data has to be discarded in the final analysis.
Bayesian analyses of threshold performance
In this section we present an approach to estimating posterior distributions of psychometric functions and, particularly, efficiency levels across individual human observers and experimental conditions. The model we outline is specific to thresholds, but a model based on ′ d s or accuracies would follow a similar form (see also Rouder & Lu, 2005) .
Before stepping through the details of the model it is important to raise two caveats regarding Bayesian data analysis. The first is that the Bayesian approach is built around the use of priors. Priors are a way to build subjective knowledge into a statistical analysis, which makes many researchers uncomfortable with the approach. For example, with some prior settings, the outcome of the experiment could have little or no effect on the statistical results. We address this caveat by using strong priors only when they represent generally accepted constraints (i.e., accuracy must be between zero and one; performance increases with increases in signal-to-noise ratios). When there is no clear constraint on a parameter, we use vague priors in the same sense that one would choose values for testing thresholds with the method of constant stimuli or ranges for the Psi method: be certain to have coverage of reasonable values while excluding extreme, unreasonable values. Alternative approaches exist that determine priors based on analytic criterion for vagueness (e.g., Jeffreys, 1946; Jaynes, 1968) , although we do not apply them herein. The second caveat is that Bayesian analyses tend to be more computationally intensive than standard null-hypothesis testing approaches. To mitigate this issue, we use Stan (Carpenter et al., 2016) to implement the analysis, which uses compiled code and sophisticated sampling techniques. Alternative approaches to reducing the computational demand are also available (Beaumont, Zhang, & Balding, 2002; Cappé, Guillin, Marin, & Robert, 2004; Turner & Sederberg, 2012) .
One other distinction between the default assumptions of Bayesian models and of frequentist GLMs is on the relationship amongst the observations. The standard assumption for frequentist GLMs is that the observations are independent for fixed levels of the independent variables and that the observers are independent samples from the population of interest. Bayesian models rely on a weaker assumption, exchangeability, which means that the model probabilities do not depend on the order in which observations are included in the model. The first step in developing the model of the psychometric functions and thresholds is to determine the appropriate likelihood function for the observed data. With accuracy data (or any series of dichotomous outcome data) a common approach is to apply a GLM to model the probability of a correct response.
In many applications of GLMs, it is important to distinguish between the fixed effects, i.e., those independent variables that are measured at all levels of interest, and random effects, i.e., independent variables for which only a sample of the levels of interest are represented. In repeated measures designs, the observer is a random effect because the conclusions about the performance of those in the study are meant to generalize to a larger population of potential observers. When there are both fixed effects and random effects in a GLM, it is referred to as a generalized linear mixed effects model (GLMM) (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2012; Moscatelli et al., 2012) . In the Bayesian context, when the influence of independent variables are treated as random variables by default, the important distinction boils down to how the variance across observations is modeled. In the context of this model, variations in thresholds due to changes in the condition (across all observers) is one source of variance while variation in thresholds among observers is a separate source of variance. Individual variations are modeled as samples from the same distribution (which in turn has the effect of shrinking extreme outliers toward the group mean).
The main idea behind GLMs is that there is a linear function that describes variation across fixed effects (e.g., task condition) and random effects (e.g., observer). The observed dependent variable, in this case probability correct p, is then mapped to the scale defined by the linear function using a link function. There are a number of potential link functions for mapping from probability correct to the linear function. Two common link functions are the logit function, = − g p p p ( ) ln[ /(1 )] (logistic regression), and the inverse Gaussian cumulative distribution function,
Within the context of psychophysics, link functions motivated by the psychometric function can also be used.
Recall that the psychometric function, Ψ(·), maps the stimulus level to the probability of a correct response. The standard approach in psychophysics is to assume that the Ψ(·) is some monotonically increasing function of intensity (or signal-to-noise ratio) I determined by a small number of parameters, θ,
In most applications, the limit of the psychometric function as the signal-to-noise ratio goes to zero is the accuracy rate predicted by uniform random guessing, which we indicate with the variable π c . For example, if there are four possible responses, each of which is equally likely to be correct, and an observer guesses uniformly at random, then the accuracy limit as the signal-to-noise ratio goes to zero is = π 0.25 c . As such, this is not usually treated as a free parameter, but is instead fixed by the properties of the experiment. Performance as signal-tonoise ratio is maximized is limited by the lapse rate, π l , a parameter to be estimated from the data. This limit is the frequency with which an observer guesses despite having the clearest possible information. These responses with clear information are generally explained as attentional lapses which are not determined a priori.
Although we do not know the exact value of π l , we can build some vague knowledge about it into the model. For example, experimenters will often not bother to analyze data from human observers that are not paying attention for large portions of the experiment, so we may want to assume that the lapse rate is small, e.g., ∼ π beta(1,99).
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The next parameter of interest, perhaps of most interest, is the location parameter, m, which gives the intensity level at which the accuracy is 50% in the absence of guessing or lapses. If we are only interested in a single observer in a single condition, then it is sufficient to assume some prior distribution on m based on the intensity scale of interest. Unlike the lapse rate, the a priori values for m can be wildly different across different experiments (e.g., possible thresholds for loudness can be totally different than possible thresholds for brightness). Note that, in addition to the location and scale of the prior distribution, the shape may also be different across scales. For example if a symmetric (e.g., normal) distribution is reasonable for intensities on a log-scale (cf. Weber's law) then an asymmetric (e.g., log-normal) distribution is correspondingly reasonable on the raw scale. Furthermore, 0 is usually the lower limit on raw intensity scales, and when that is the case, the prior should reflect that constraint. For example, we can a priori rule out the possibility that a persons threshold volume for detecting a tone is less than or equal to zero. As we will see below, there are some cases in which one may want to include more in the model for m, particularly how m varies across treatment, learning (e.g., Gold et al., 2008) , and individual differences (e.g., Brainard et al., 2008) .
Next is the width, w, parameter (or similarly the slope or scale parameter) for Ψ. This parameter controls the rate at which the accuracy increases as a function of increasing stimulus intensity. Following Kuss, Jäkel, and Wichmann (2005) , we focus on w as the difference between the intensity level that would result in 10% accuracy and that which would result in 90% accuracy if chance performance and the lapse rate were 0. Although this parameterization is not crucial to the further development of our model, the fact that it is in terms of the intensity scale makes it more straightforward to assign meaningful priors.
There are essentially infinite degrees of freedom in determining the exact function with location m and width w that maps from intensity to accuracy in the range between π l and π c . Kuss et al. (2005) cover Bayesian implementations of the more common functions that are used in this role including the logistic, probit, Gumbel, reverse Gumbel, Weibull and reverse Weibull. Usually one of these functions are sufficient, but other functions may be useful depending on the properties of the psychophysical scale. For the remainder of this paper, we use the logistic function because of its connection to logistic regression. 5 Using the m w , parameterization with x indicating intensity,
The full psychometric function mapping intensity (x) to accuracy is given by,
Verbally, this equation can be interpreted as follows: If the observer does not lapse, −π (1 ) l , then she either does not guess, −π (1 ) c , and hence uses the signal to the best of her ability, F x ( ), or she guesses, π ( ) c . If she does lapse, then she guesses, π π ( ) c l .
Hierarchical structure for the psychometric parameters
Following the GLM structure, each parameter can be represented by its grand mean across all levels of the manipulations of interest μ, deviation from that mean particular to the level of an independent variable, α j , deviation specific to the observer γ j and, potentially, deviation due to observer-condition specific interactions (see Fig. 2 ),
Because the contrasts represent deviation from the grand mean,
and similarly for the other parameters. Determining the appropriate priors for the parameters in Eqs. (3) and (4) depends on domain specific knowledge, however some aspects of the prior can be determined regardless of the domain. For example, if the model is used with a raw intensity scale, then m must be positive, so μ m ( ) must be positive and,
If a log-intensity scale is used, then it is sufficient to require m to be finite, and hence the only constraint on the α m ( ) and γ m ( ) parameters is that they are finite.
As long as performance increases with increases in intensity, the width must be positive, regardless of whether the intensity is raw-scale or log-scale, so μ w ( ) must be positive and,
.
Prior distributions on α γ , , and αγ ( ) should all be zero centered as they represent deviation from the grand mean. Assuming some form of Weber's law holds for the intensity, then the distributions for the m parameters should be positively skewed on the raw-scale or symmetric on the log-scale to reflect that at smaller intensities, the perceptual scale is compressed. There is less prior reason for the w parameters to be positively skewed (other then the aforementioned requirement that > = P w ( 0) 1). The variability of the prior distribution for α reflects the magnitude of difference a change in condition might make on the threshold or width. Similarly, the variability of the prior on γ reflects the prior belief in how different individuals' thresholds or widths will be averaged across conditions and the variability of the prior on αγ ( ) represents the a priori belief in how much change from the main effects is expected in Fig. 2 . Diagram of the hierarchical structure of the Bayesian model. Shaded nodes indicate observed variables. Unfilled circular nodes indicate parameters that are random variables. Diamond nodes indicate parameters that are determined by their parents. The innermost plate indicates there is a signal intensity, x, and response r, for each trial. The probability of the response is affected by chance performance, π c , which is a property of the experiment and hence fixed across trials, subjects and conditions. Each trial specific to a particular subject and condition. Across conditions, each subject has their own lapse rate, π l , and psychometric function width w which is determined from a group level prior mean μ w and individual deviation from that mean α w . For each subject in each condition, there is a threshold parameter, m, determined by a group prior μ m , deviation due to subject α m , condition, γ m , and an interaction between subject and condition αγ m .
5 Although Moscatelli et al. (2012) argue for the probit link function because of its connection to signal detection theory (Klein, 2001 ).
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a given combination of observer and condition. In all cases, the default is to assume a fairly diffuse prior (i.e., high variance) to correspond with the assumed prior knowledge in a traditional ANOVA. As the reader may have inferred, there is no reason to constrain the model to a single factor such as the condition. For example, if one were interested in changes across conditions and across multiple days of testing, the same mapping from the ANOVA model to the current framework applies, i.e., 
Likewise, the same linear model can be used with continuous independent variables in a linear regression type approach, i.e., with X representing the level of the independent variable, 
With a complete model of the psychometric function, posterior distributions of any level threshold can be obtained, whether it be the 50% threshold (i.e., m) or any other level. In the next section, we describe how these posterior distributions can then be used to obtain estimates of the posterior distribution of efficiency.
Efficiency
The main impetus behind ideal observer analysis is to derive human efficiency. Recall that this construct is determined through the ratio of human to ideal performance. The purpose of this derivation is to provide a measure that reflects information use in the visual system without the confound of experimental information. Raw performance measures reflect human ability within an experiment, however they do not account for inherent information in the study itself. Efficiency provides a direct measurement of information usage that can be compared and contrasted across tasks, stimuli, and other such experimental manipulations.
For Bayesian inference based on efficiency, both a posterior over the ideal observer's threshold and the human observers' thresholds are needed. Assuming the ideal observer's responses are conditionally independent of the human observer's responses given the condition, we can obtain posterior samples for efficiency by dividing posterior samples of human (individual or group level) thresholds by posterior samples of ideal observer thresholds. In particular, if we are interested in posterior estimates of the group level efficiency in Condition 1, then we would combine MCMC samples = … n N {1, , } of the group mean location for the human observers ( 
Samples from the Eq. (5) can then be combined to obtain a Monte-Carlo estimate of the posterior distribution of e j · . The same principal holds for other potential efficiencies, such as for individual observers or specific condition-observer combinations. Fore example to obtain an estimated posterior distribution on the difference in efficiency between two conditions (a and b), 
Applications
To demonstrate the performance of the model, we examined both a simulated data set and two instances of human data. For the simulation study, we focused on threshold estimation from data that were generated with a group level effect of condition as well as individual variation. The human experiments both come from two applications of ideal observer analysis to the study of multispectral image fusion. These datasets demonstrate how our new approach can provide insight into efficiency data with both high and low levels of variability among participants.
Simulated data
Data were simulated using the model described in Eqs. (2)-(4). The grand mean threshold, μ m ( ) , was set to 5 and the grand mean width, μ w ( ) , was set to 3. The effect of the condition on thresholds, α j m ( ) were randomly generated from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. We did not include any effect of condition on the width parameter. Individual subject effects were generated from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.1 for the threshold and standard deviation 0.05 for the width. Finally, each observer's lapse rate was sampled from a beta distribution with = = α β 5, 95. For observed data, we generated correct and incorrect responses from Ψ following a method of constant stimuli, with 60 samples each at intensities 3.5, 4.42, 5.28, 6.13, and 6.88 for each observer. We simulated a withinsubject design with 4 conditions and 10 subjects.
The analysis was implemented in Stan (Stan Development Team, 2014a; Stan Development Team, 2014b) using the model threshold_logit_oneway.stan for simulated human observer data and threshold_logit_oneway_io.stan for the ideal observer data. We ran four chains, each with 1000 warmup samples and 1000 post warmup samples, resulting in 4000 samples used for estimating the posterior. We used two standard criteria for evaluating whether the number of sampling gives a good representation of the posterior distribution. Visual checks indicated convergence and good mixing and the Gelman-Rubin  R was less than 1.01 for all variables. The effective samples size (ESS) for nearly every variable was 4000, indicating minimal auto-correlation in the chains, and the smallest ESS was approximately 650 indicating that, in cases where autocorrelation was high there were still a sufficient number of samples for representing the posteriors.
Prior and posterior distributions for the condition parameters and the subject parameters are shown in Figs. 3-5. The "X" indicates the Fig. 3 . Prior and posteriors for condition effect on threshold of psychometric function from simulated data shown with a violin plot. The symmetric black curves for each parameter represent a smooth estimate of the posterior density. The thick black line indicates the range between the 25th and 75th percentiles of the distribution. The white square on top of the black line indicates the median. For reference, the "X" indicates the parameter used to generate the data. value used to generate the data. Posterior distributions for the condition parameters (Fig. 3 ) are tight and tend to be close to the parameters used to generate the data. Because the model assumes an additive effect of individual variation, Subject i's threshold in condition j would be the sum of the grand mean threshold variable, the level j variable, and the subject i threshold variable. The subject-threshold posteriors (Fig. 4) were more variable and not necessarily centered on the generating parameters. This makes sense given that there were more observations per condition than observations per subject. Subject width posteriors (Fig. 5) did not vary from the prior, indicating there was not strong evidence in the data for determining the exact value of the width. The lack of posterior precision on the width is consistent with previous comparisons between adaptive experimental design approaches that indicate more trials are needed to achieve precise estimates of the width parameter than the threshold parameter (e.g., Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999) .
Human data
The human data include results from two related experiments. In both experiments, participants made simple discriminations using images from various multi-spectral sensors. Each experiment was performed individually as part of a larger ideal observer analysis effort and participant recruitment was not contingent on participation in both studies. In addition to assessing human signal-to-noise ratio thresholds for each experiment, we estimate ideal observer performance which allowed us to estimate the posterior distribution of efficiencies across conditions at the group and individual level.
To demonstrate the strength of our technique, we applied our process to these datasets which demonstrate varying levels of consistency in efficiency between observers. The sets came from studies that examined human performance with image fusion, a multispectral image enhancement involving the algorithmic combination of two single-band image components. Our analyses can be applied specifically to this field or any data in which there is a limit on the number of trials per participant and/or the potential for substantial variability in the estimated effects.
The first dataset we examined was a subset of the data reported in . In their experiment, participants were asked to make a 1-of-8 choice indicating the orientation of a Landolt C. Example   Fig. 4 . Prior and posteriors for subject effect on threshold of psychometric function from simulated data. The "X" indicates the parameter used to generate the data. Fig. 5 . Prior and posteriors for subject effect on width of psychometric function from simulated data. Bittner Vision Research 148 (2018) 49-58 stimuli are shown in Fig. 6 . A visible-band sensor and a thermal (longwave infrared) sensor were used for the base images, and seven different algorithms were used to create fused images.
In each trial, a single Landolt C image was displayed with added zero-mean Gaussian noise. Across trials, the signal-to-noise ratio was adjusted through adaptation of contrast of the displayed image following two interleaved staircase procedures, a 1-up/1-down rule and a 1-up/2-down rule. This means that the posterior distribution was mostly informed by responses in the 50% and 71% accuracy range. The mean and standard deviation of the noise was fixed across the experiment. Thresholds were estimated for the single-band images and for each fusion type in separate blocks.
The second dataset was taken from a study that followed a similar procedure but used more complex imagery. In this experiment, participants were shown an image of an actor in a scene and were asked to indicate whether the image was the one of the actor holding a shovel to the left or to the right of their body. Again, visible-band sensor and a thermal (long-wave infrared) sensor were used for the (single-band) base images, and seven different algorithms were used to create fused imagery. Example stimuli are shown in Fig. 7 . Similar to , zero-mean Gaussian noise was added to each image before display and the standard deviation of the noise was not varied. Across trials, contrast of the base images was manipulated following a single staircase with a 1-up/2-down rule. This means that the posterior distribution was mostly informed by responses in the 71% accuracy range.
The goals of each study relevant to our demonstration were to determine if (1) human efficiency was better in fused conditions blocks over single-band blocks and (2) if there was a clear best (or worst) fusion algorithm. Both sets were collected in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and all participants gave informed consent to participate.
Data from both experiments are shown in Fig. 8 . One major difference in the example human data lies in the variability in individual efficiencies. In both sets, observers vary in magnitude of efficiency values. This finding is typical in most ideal observer experiments. More importantly however is that the data for the set using the shovel task vary greatly in order of effects. Namely, individual human observer efficiency rankings between image sets are not consistent. This is not the case in the Landolt C data. Here, observers' data generally follow similar patterns in efficiency ranking of image sets.
There were two main assumptions we made for analyzing these data. First, we used a prior that was strongly weighted toward a low lapse rate. Initially, we ran the analysis with a uniform prior on the lapse rate, but because these data were collected with a staircase method, the accuracy across trials was relatively stable. This meant that the simplest model, and hence the parameter set that dominated the posterior, data was that participants could always correctly identify the target (i.e., the midpoint of the psychometric function was much lower than all stimulus levels), but had a lapse rate equal to the error rate targeted by the staircase. Thus, we set the prior on the lapse rate such that a lapse rate high enough to equal the staircase targeted error rate was very unlikely. Second, based on the fact that the width posterior was not strongly influenced by the data in the simulation, and that the width is assumed to be fixed in the frequently used Quest method (Watson & Pelli, 1983) , we assumed that width did not vary across condition.
As with the simulated data, our analysis was implemented in Stan (Stan Development Team, 2014a; Stan Development Team, 2014b) using the model threshold_logit_oneway.stan for human observer data and threshold_logit_oneway_io.stan for the ideal observer data. We ran four chains, each with 2000 warmup samples and 2000 post warmup samples, resulting in 8000 samples used for estimating the posterior. Visual checks indicated convergence and good mixing and the Gelman-Rubin  R was less than 1.01 for all variables. The effective samples size (ESS) for nearly every variable was 8000, indicating minimal auto-correlation in the chains, and the smallest ESS was over 3000 indicating that, in cases where autocorrelation was high there were still a sufficient number of samples for representing the posteriors.
Some participants' data was not included in the analysis reported by and shown in Fig. 8 because their maximum Fig. 6 . A visible and thermal Landolt C fused using various image fusion algorithms. From left to right they are: PCA, averaged, adjusted PCA, Lapacian pyramid, maximum, minimum, and wavelet pyramid. The details of these algorithms are beyond the scope of this paper, but we give the names for comparison to the posterior efficiency estimates. Fig. 7 . Example Shovel-Task stimuli with both raw images and various fusion algorithms. Bittner Vision Research 148 (2018) [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] likelihood psychometric curve fitting algorithm did not converge. This data is preserved in the current analysis by using the hierarchical structure to constrain possible psychometric function parameters and hence be able to fit the lower accuracy observers. Fig. 9 depicts the posterior distribution over the efficiencies in each condition for the shovel data (left) and Landolt C data (right). Qualitatively, the efficiencies across image type for the shovel task were within a similar range. In the Landolt C data, efficiency of the maximum algorithm was extremely low relative to the other imagery.
To quantitatively test whether the efficiency is better in fused conditions than single-band blocks, we calculated the posterior probability that the higher efficiency between the visible-only and thermal-only images was lower than the highest efficiency among the fused images.
6 With both the Landolt C task and the shovel task this posterior probability was only 0.083, indicating that it is much more likely that efficiency was higher with single source images than fused images. From Fig. 9 we see that people were most efficient with the thermal images in the shovel task and most efficient with the visual 6 This biases the inferences in favor of the fused imagery as the maximum of a larger number of random variables tends to be larger than the maximum of a smaller number of random variables.
images in the Landolt C task. Indeed, the posterior probability that efficiency was highest with the thermal images in the shovel task was 0.923 while in the Landolt C task, the posterior probability that efficiency was highest with visible images was 0.911. To test whether there was a clear best or worst fusion algorithm, we estimated the posterior probability that group level efficiency was highest and lowest for each. The results are summarized in Table 1. In the shovel task, the probability that adjusted PCA algorithm was best is highest, although it is not drastically higher than the maximum algorithm or average algorithm. For the Landolt C task, the PCA algorithm was more clearly a leader, although there was some posterior probability that the Laplacian algorithm was best. In contrast, the Laplacian had high probability of being the worst for shovels. As is clearly evident in Fig. 9 , the maximum algorithm was clearly the worst for the Landolt C images.
On the whole, our analysis was able to provide clear quantitative support for inferences about the effect of image type of efficiency. While the relative inefficiency of the Maximum algorithm in the Landolt C task was clear without any sophisticated modeling (cf. Fig. 8 ), the evidence for the advantage of the single source imagery in both tasks was made much more explicit by our analysis.
Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated a new method for analyzing human perceptual thresholds along with ideal observer thresholds using a Bayesian approach. We followed Kuss et al. (2005) in modeling each individual psychometric function with a likelihood based on the mixture of chance guessing and responding affected by the stimulus intensity. We used the logistic function, parameterized by its location (i.e., inflection point) and width (i.e., scale) although the theoretical approach applies equally to other standard functions that have been used to map intensity to accuracy. To model variation in performance across task condition and across individuals, we have leveraged the generalized linear mixed modeling framework (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2012; Moscatelli et al., 2012) , taking inspiration from hierarchical Bayesian signal detection models from Rouder and Lu (2005) and Bayesian regression (Kruschke, 2014, Chapter 21) . This led us to propose a linear combination of condition factors and subject factors as the core of the model, which are then used to determine the location and width of the logistic function. The framework is quite flexible and can be used to model multiple factors and their interactions as well as either discrete factor levels (cf. ANOVA) or continuous factors (cf. regression).
The simulation demonstrated that with moderate numbers of samples, precise qualitative conclusions and reasonably good quantitative conclusions about the variation of thresholds (and hence efficiencies) can be drawn. Furthermore, in our application to recently collected data, we were able to obtain estimates of group level performance and a measure of the uncertainty of those estimates. We found relatively strong evidence against the hypothesis that fused imagery leads to higher efficiency, with both simple imagery and limited variability across individuals and with more complex imagery and high variation across individuals. Additionally, we found that there was not clear evidence for a "best" fusion algorithm, either within or across tasks. These results could be used to inform decision making about the relative value of deploying these various fusion algorithms. Although we did not cover them here, estimates of individual performance and lapse rates were also obtained.
The use of our new technique provides valuable insight into threshold and efficiency estimations. With this tool, we are now able to obtain a deeper level of understanding of the impact of experimental manipulations upon human information usage. Specifically, the flexibility of our technique provides a more thorough look at the impact of experimental factors upon efficiency both within and between subjects. This process opens the gates for more complex datasets to be examined in a highly principled manner. With this approach, we can now meet the growing interest and expansion of ideal observer analysis studies.
Table 1
Posterior probabilities that group level efficiency was highest (best) and lowest (worst) for each fusion type. Zeros and ones should be considered approximate due to rounding error, i.e., the model does not indicate perfect certainty that maximum was the worst with Landolt C imagery, only that it is very likely.
